
TO REMEMBER

COCKTAIL EXPERIENCES
FOR YOUR GUESTS



For the past ten years, MADE WITH LOVE has been promoting the cocktail culture 
and organising these events in the 9 biggest cities in Canada: Halifax, Quebec 
City, Montreal, Ottawa, Toronto, Winnipeg, Calgary, Edmonton & Vancouver. 
Today, MADE WITH LOVE is active in 2 countries (Canada and Spain), and 
continues to develop internationally.

Founded in 2009 in Montreal, MADE WITH LOVE has 
gained popularity through its mixology competition, 
where passion and excellence bring the bartending 
community together to push the limits of creativity. 

MADE WITH LOVE
ABOUT



With over 300 events under their 
belt, the MADE WITH LOVE team 
are experts in creating and 
executing cocktail experiences. 

EXPERTS
THE COCKTAIL EXPERIENCE



Cocktails are festive and fun; activating them into a 
conceptual idea will make your event stand out!  

Choose from one or several MADE WITH LOVE 
turnkey Cocktail Experiences. We can also create 
one that is unique and tailored to your needs.   

EXPERIENCE

AN ALL-INCLUSIVE,
TURNKEY,

WORRY-FREE,

UNFORGETTABLE
ANDFUN



• Shining a spotlight on local hospitality
• Those with an interest in craft beer and spirits 
• Those who want to discover new craft spirits!

PERFECT FOR:

YOUR OPTIONS OF COCKTAIL EXPERIENCES: 

A TASTE OF LOCAL CRAFT DISTILLERIES 

Montreal and the Quebec province have a wealth of incredible spirits made locally by small 
distillers. Our approach to mixing spirits is defined by a key goal of showcasing the work of the 
distillers. Gins, eaux-de-vie, whiskies, liquors and many more; yours to discover both neat and 
as part of a creative cocktail; all 100% local! Your guests will discover what the creativity of the 
Quebec province has brought to the world of spirits and cocktails! 



YOUR OPTIONS OF COCKTAIL EXPERIENCES: 

1933 - END OF PROHIBITION

Prohibition has ended and cocktail bars are booming! Finally, there is access to top quality 
liquors and bartenders! Old Fashioned, Manhattan, Sazerac, Gin fizz and many more cocktails 
became classics during this cocktail rebirth! Through the bartenders, the presentation and 
their cocktails, your guests will be transported back to the time of flapper dresses, Gatsby, and 
the end of prohibition! 

• Lovers of classic cocktails 
• Wine, beer or spirits connoisseurs 
• Those wanting to add a classy, unique theme to their event

PERFECT FOR:



• Those wanting to add a tropical twist to their event
• Lovers of sweeter, fruitier cocktails 
• Entertaining your guests in a creative, fun way

PERFECT FOR:

YOUR OPTIONS OF COCKTAIL EXPERIENCES: 

TIKI CULTURE

Hawaiian and Polynesian culture had an immense impact on musical trends, food and, of 
course, cocktails! Featuring rum and a variety of liquors, this extravagant cocktail style is 
colorful and tasty. Servers wear hawaiian shirts and glassware is decorated with polynesian 
sculptures, fruit and flowers. A cocktail showcase that will inject your event with a tropical, 
summery atmosphere! 



• Complimenting a Mediterranean-themed
    product show or exhibition
• Adding a refined, elegant theme to the event

PERFECT FOR:

YOUR OPTIONS OF COCKTAIL EXPERIENCES: 

ITALIAN TALE

You don’t need to go to Milan or Cinque Terre to enjoy the best of Italy in a glass! Are you a  
Spritz person, or do you prefer Negronis and Americanos? Discover Limoncello, bitter liquors, 
proseccos and, of course, Amaros; both neat and mixed into cocktails. This Cocktail Experience 
will bring your guests to the other side of the Atlantic with one twist of a shaker!  



Make sure to leave the best 
memories on your guests’ senses. 

Give them a unique, unforgettable, 
multisensory experience.

Only the best bartenders in town, 
unparalleled customer service, 
refined techniques and dedication
to showcasing your concept.

UNFORGETTABLE



The new entertaining , 
creative and delicious 

addition to your events!

MADE WITH LOVE
COCKTAIL EXPERIENCES




